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The Past  
Comes to Life
Experience history through multiple 
lenses and inquiry as you learn to 
practice civil discourse and prepare 
for becoming future-ready citizens.
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The Past  
Comes to Life

Welcome to the 
NEW McGraw Hill 
Social Studies

Smartbook: 
United States History:
Voices and Perspectives
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United States History: 
Voices and Perspectives
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United States History: Voices and Perspectives
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Welcome Florida  
Social Studies Teachers!



Inquire & Learn    Inspire & Lead
Inspire students to make vital connections between the past and present as they experience history 
through multiple perspectives and inquiry. Help them embrace their role in their community, state, 
country, and world as they engage in civil discourse on their way to becoming future-ready citizens. 
Along the way, set the foundation for success on Florida statewide assessments and beyond with 
repeated, rigorous opportunities for practice.
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 1 Early Humans and Origin of Complex 
Societies

 2 Ancient South Asia and East Asia
 3 Ancient Greece
 4 Ancient Rome
 5 The Islamic World
 6 Medieval Europe
 7 Medieval South Asia and East Asia
 8 Early Africa
 9 The Early Americas
 10 The Renaissance and Reformation
 11 Asian Empires
 12 Exploration and Colonization

 13 Absolutism, the Enlightenment,  
and Revolution

 14 Nationalism
 15 The Industrial Revolution  

and Mass Society
 16 Imperialism
 17 World War I and Its Aftermath
 18 World War II
 19 Independence and New Challenges
 20 The Cold War
 21 The Post–Cold War World
 22 Contemporary Issues
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 1 Creating a New Nation 
 2 Migration, Industry, and  

Urban Society
 3 American Expansion and World War I
 4 Progressivism and the Jazz Age
 5 The Great Depression and the  

New Deal
 6 World War II

 7 Cold War Foreign Policy
 8 Postwar Domestic Issues
 9 The Civil Rights Movement
 10 The Vietnam War
 11 More Civil Rights Voices
 12 Political Divisions
 13 The New Millennium
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The Past  
Comes to Life
Experience history through multiple 
lenses and inquiry as you learn to 
practice civil discourse and prepare 
for becoming future-ready citizens.

Welcome to the 
NEW McGraw Hill 
Social Studies

Smartbook: 
United States History:
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Voices and Perspectives
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Create Dynamic Teaching  
and Learning Experiences
Choose from a variety of learning resources as well as four di�erent lesson types to  
engage your students in thought-provoking and personalized learning opportunities  
while preparing them for success on Florida state assessments.

Student Edition Four different lesson types organized by 
modules, designed to make history and civics relevant and 
engage every student. 

Interactive eBook Designed to match the 
print content with robust digital tools that 
enhance learning.

SmartBook® Built for adaptive, personalized learning 
that empowers students to focus on key concepts and 
achieve mastery through practice and study.  

End-of-Course Test Prep 
StudySmart provides a range of activities, question 
types, and rigor modeled after Florida state assessments 
questions and scenarios.

Interactive eBook Designed to match the Interactive eBook Designed to match the Interactive eBook
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The expansion of Asian 
empires was often achieved 

through war, as depicted in this 
fresco of the Battle of Taher 

Abad in 1510.
Asian 
Empires 1450 to 1800

INQUIRY ACTIVITY LESSONS
03 Turning Point: The Fall of 

Constantinople 389

06 Analyzing Sources: Daily Life in 
the Asian Empires 401

REVIEW AND APPLY LESSON
09 Reviewing Asian Empires 415

LEARN THE EVENTS LESSONS
02 The Ottomans and the Ṣafavids 383

04 South Asia and the Mogul Empire 393

05 The Sikh Faith 397

07 The Ming and Qing Dynasties of China 405

08 Japan Under the Shoguns 411

INTRODUCTION LESSON
01 Introducing Asian Empires 378

1111111111111111111111

Introduction Lesson

Inquiry Activity Lessons Review and Apply Lesson

Learn the Events Lessons

Engage students by activating prior 
knowledge about place and time to  
establish a foundation for inquiry with  
clear learning objectives for the topic.

Students dig in on key historical concepts, 
ideas, people, and events with an 
emphasis on cause-and-e�ect relationship, 
explanation, and continuity and change in 
history. 

Using Compelling Questions and inquiry,  
students develop their own questions, 
analyze primary and secondary sources, 
draw conclusions and communicate about 
them, and have opportunity to translate 
what they’ve learned into informed action. 

Students review and apply what they  
have learned about the topic through  
activities such as Making Connections to 
Today, Understanding Multiple Perspectives, 
and Writing and Reasoning Activities. 

Flexibility and customizable options allow you to use all the lessons in a topic or pick and choose for 
your classroom.
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Nelson Mandela attends an electoral rally in 1994. This rally 
was in KwaZulu-Natal, a province in the southeastern part of 
South Africa.Fr
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Spark Curiosity and Set  
the Course for Learning
Students engage with the topic, activate their prior knowledge, look ahead to what they will learn, 
and begin to consider  the Compelling Questions.

Engage
 ■ Videos, Interactive Maps, Slideshows,  

and Timelines

Enrich
 ■ Hands-On Topic Project Worksheets
 ■ Active Classroom Activity

Go online or use your Florida Teacher Edition to explore more 
teaching strategies and resources for the Introduction Lesson.

mheonline.com/florida
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Differentiate
 ■ Reading and Writing Essentials
 ■ SmartBook®
 ■ Spanish Student Edition
 ■ Strategies for Differentiation

Assess
 ■ Preassessment
 ■ Review and Apply

WORLD WAR II

1945

KEY EVENTS OF

1933 1933 Hitler becomes chancellor of 
Germany

1935 First Neutrality Act bars sale of 
weapons to warring nations

1935 Mussolini orders Abyssinia 
invasion

1937 1937 Neutrality Act limits trade with 
all warring nations

1939 Germany invades Poland

1939 United States denies  
SS St. Louis permission to dock

1940 Roosevelt makes Destroyers-
for-Bases deal with Britain

1941 1941 Congress passes 
Lend-Lease Act

1941 Japan attacks 
Pearl Harbor  
(right); United 
States enters 
World War II

1942 Japanese 
American relocation 
and internment  

1944 D-Day invasion begins

MAY 8, 1945 V-E (Victory in Europe) 
Day

AUGUST 1945 United States drops 
atomic bombs on Japan

AUGUST 15, 1945 V-J (Victory Over 
Japan) Day

Sequencing TimeSequencing Time
America’s attempts to stay neutral before and 
during World War II and the event that brought 
America into the war.

Looking Ahead
In these lessons, you will learn about the main events 
of World War II, the arguments for and against 
American neutrality, and the effects of the attack on 
Pearl Harbor. You will learn about Hitler’s Nazi regime 
and the Holocaust, as well as changes to U.S. society.

You will examine Compelling Questions in the 
Inquiry Lessons and develop your own questions. 
Review the time line to preview some key events.

What Will You Learn?
In these lessons focused on World War II, you 
will learn:
• how the policy of appeasement failed to preserve 

peace in Europe.
• why the United States tried to maintain neutrality.
• how Nazi leadership attempted to annihilate 

Europe’s Jewish population.
• the changes in American neutrality laws as the war 

in Europe intensified.
• how the government mobilized the economy and 

transformed it for wartime manufacturing.
• how minorities and women contributed to the 

armed forces and the economy.
• how some Americans were discriminated against 

and detained during the war.
• the military strategies used in Europe and the 

Pacific.
• the debate surrounding the atomic bombing of 

Japan.
• why the Normandy invasion was a turning point in 

World War II.

? COMPELLING QUESTIONS

• Should the United States have entered 
World War II?

• What made D-Day a turning point?

• SS.912.A.1.2
• SS.912.A.1.3
• SS.912.A.1.4
• SS.912.A.1.5
• SS.912.A.1.6
• SS.912.A.3.10
• SS.912.A.6.1
• SS.912.A.6.2
• SS.912.A.6.3
• SS.912.A.6.4
• SS.912.A.6.5

• SS.912.A.6.6
• SS.912.A.6.7
• SS.912.A.6.15
• SS.912.A.7.6
• MA.K12.MTR.2.1
• MA.K12.MTR.7.1
• ELA.K12.EE.2.1
• ELA.K12.EE.3.1
• ELA.K12.EE.5.1
• ELD.K12.ELL.SI.1
• ELD.K12.ELL.SS.1

FLORIDA BENCHMARKS
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Understanding the Time and Place: 
The World, 1933–1945
World War I had been a global conflict that caused massive death and destruction. Including those 
who were killed, wounded, taken as prisoners, or missing in action, the Allied Power countries 
suffered combined casualties of just over 22 million members of the military; the Central Power 
countries had casualties totaling nearly 37.5 million. Civilian casualties are harder to tally because 
no agencies existed to record the numbers, but experts estimate around 13 million civilians died. 
Understandably, in the 1930s people were wary of fighting another world war.

World War II in Europe
The effects of World War I and the global Great 
Depression that followed led to the rise of dictators in 
several countries, including Benito Mussolini in Italy, 
Joseph Stalin in the Soviet Union, and Adolf Hitler in 
Germany. In Japan, the military took control of the 
country during this period. In 1935 Hitler took actions 
that directly defied the Treaty of Versailles that ended 
World War I, such as building a new air force and 
beginning a military draft. European leaders 
desperately wanted to avoid another global conflict, 
so they sought to negotiate with Hitler instead of 
taking military action to stop him. Hitler wanted to 
unite all German-speaking countries, and was willing 
to do so by force. He began by occupying Austria and 
Czechoslovakia. When Hitler invaded Poland on 
September 1, 1939, Britain and France knew 
negotiation was no longer an option and declared 
war on Germany. This marked the beginning of World 
War II. 

The United States, however, did not join the war in 
1939. After the hardship of World War I, the United 
States had been passing legislation to protect its own  
neutrality throughout the 1930s, making it illegal to sell 
arms to any countries at war. As tensions and conflict 
increased throughout Europe, the United States passed 
more laws to attempt to keep the country isolated from 
another global conflict. 

Despite America’s movement towards isolation, 
President Roosevelt sought to support Britain once 
World War II had officially begun. The Lend-Lease Act, 
for example, was passed by Congress in 1941 and 
allowed America to supply Britain with arms and other 
supplies. This act also enabled America to aid the 
Soviet Union when Hitler invaded that country in June 
1941. The American people were divided on the issue. 
Some wanted the United States to join the war to help 
Britain and its allies in their fight against Germany, 
while others remained firm in the idea that America 
should not get involved. The debate about American 
neutrality ended when Japan attacked Pearl Harbor 
on December 7, 1941. The following day, Roosevelt 
asked Congress to declare war on Japan, which it did, 
and the United States was no longer neutral.

World War II in America
America was ready for war by 1941. Roosevelt had 
been building up the U.S. military since Hitler’s 
invasion of Poland in 1939, and 60,000 men enlisted 
in the weeks following the attack on Pearl Harbor. 
Jim Crow laws still reigned, however, including in the 
military. Soldiers were segregated, and many African 
Americans who served never saw combat but were 
assigned to service or mechanical jobs. There was 
also hostility against other minority soldiers, including 
Latinos, Native Americans, Jewish Americans, and 
Japanese Americans. Members of all of these groups 

dictator  one who rules with absolute power, often in an oppressive way

This World War II poster from 1943 shows the flags of 
the Allied Forces on the cannon barrels.
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Understanding the Time and Place:

World War I had been a global conflict that caused massive death and destruction. Including those 
who were killed, wounded, taken as prisoners, or missing in action, the Allied Power countries 
suffered combined casualties of just over 22 million members of the military; the Central Power 
countries had casualties totaling nearly 37.5 million. Civilian casualties are harder to tally because 
no agencies existed to record the numbers, but experts estimate around 13 million civilians died. 
Understandably, in the 1930s people were wary of fighting another world war.

World War II in America
America was ready for war by 1941. Roosevelt had 
been building up the U.S. military since Hitler’s 
invasion of Poland in 1939, and 60,000 men enlisted 
in the weeks following the attack on Pearl Harbor. 
Jim Crow laws still reigned, however, including in the 
military. Soldiers were segregated, and many African 
Americans who served never saw combat but were 
assigned to service or mechanical jobs. There was 
also hostility against other minority soldiers, including 
Latinos, Native Americans, Jewish Americans, and 
Japanese Americans. Members of all of these groups 
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Make History Relevant  
for Every Student
Bring the past to life and help make connections to today with Guiding Questions,  
lesson activities, and engaging interactives.

Engage
 ■ Maps, Timelines, Charts, and Graphs

Enrich
 ■ Hands-On Topic Project Worksheets and Rubrics
 ■ Biography
 ■ Global Connections
 ■ Analyzing Supreme Court Cases (US History)

Go online or use your Florida Teacher Edition to explore more 
teaching strategies and resources for the Learn the Events Lesson.

mheonline.com/florida
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GO ONLINE   Explore the Student Edition eBook and find interactive maps, time lines, and tools.

The Origins of the Civil Rights Movement
GUIDING QUESTION

What role did the NAACP play in the civil rights movement?

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), 
established in 1909, gave African Americans the institutional support to fight 
racial discrimination and injustice. One founder in this movement was A. Philip 
Randolph—a union leader since the 1920s as well as a civil rights activist—who 
compelled President Franklin Roosevelt to issue an executive order ending 
discrimination in wartime industries during World War II. The NAACP 
emboldened people to commit acts of defiance against segregated bus 
laws—including Rosa Parks’s famous refusal to give up her seat to a white 
person on a Montgomery, Alabama, bus in December 1955. 

These victories contrasted with the entrenchment of segregation. In 1896, 
the Supreme Court had declared segregation to be constitutional in Plessy v. Plessy v. Plessy

“separate but equal” doctrine. Laws that 
segregated African Americans were permitted as long as “equal” facilities 
were provided for all races. The facilities provided for African Americans, 
however, were usually of poorer quality than those provided for whites. 
Offering separate facilities is an example of de jure segregation, or 
segregation based on laws. After Reconstruction, local and state laws in the 
South allowed for the segregation of many facets of life, including 
transportation, education, neighborhoods, restaurants, theaters, libraries, 
pools, restrooms, drinking fountains, and even cemeteries. Areas without such 
laws often had de facto segregation—segregation by custom and tradition.

Pushing for Desegregation

The Civil Rights Movement Begins
03

READING STRATEGY

Analyzing Key Ideas and Analyzing Key Ideas and 
Details As you read, complete a 
graphic organizer similar to the 
one here by listing the 
techniques used to challenge 
segregation.

Civil Rights 
Movement

• SS.912.A.1.4
• SS.912.A.3.12
• SS.912.A.7.4
• SS.912.A.7.5
• SS.912.A.7.6
• SS.912.A.7.7
• SS.912.A.7.8
• SS.912.A.7.17
• ELA.K12.EE.4.1
• ELA.K12.EE.5.1
• ELA.K12.EE.6.1

FLORIDA BENCHMARKS

Explore the Student Edition eBook and find interactive maps, time lines, and tools.

the Supreme Court had declared segregation to be constitutional in 
Ferguson
segregated African Americans were permitted as long as “equal” facilities 
were provided for all races. The facilities provided for African Americans, 
however, were usually of poorer quality than those provided for whites. 
Offering separate facilities is an example of 
segregation based on laws. After Reconstruction, local and state laws in the 
South allowed for the segregation of many facets of life, including 
transportation, education, neighborhoods, restaurants, theaters, libraries, 
pools, restrooms, drinking fountains, and even cemeteries. Areas without such 
laws often had de facto segregation—segregation by custom and tradition.

FLORIDA BENCHMARKS

Central Florida’s Ku Klux Klan, never faced charges for their crime.
African Americans also gained political power as northern politicians 

sought their votes. In response to the New Deal, many African Americans 
began supporting the Democratic Party in the 1930s, strengthening the party 
in the North and countering southern Democrats, who supported segregation. 

During World War II, African American leaders worked to end 
discrimination in factories and increase opportunities for African Americans in 
military units, such as the Tuskegee Airmen, a group of African American 
pilots. After the war, many African American soldiers returned home optimistic 
that their country would appreciate their loyalty and sacrifice. In the 1950s, 

“separate but equal” a doctrine established by the 1896 Supreme Court case 
. Ferguson that permitted laws segregating African Americans as long as equal 

facilities were provided
de jure segregation segregation by law

Explore the Student Edition eBook and find interactive maps, time lines, and tools.Explore the Student Edition eBook and find interactive maps, time lines, and tools.
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began supporting the Democratic Party in the 1930s, strengthening the party 
in the North and countering southern Democrats, who supported segregation. 

During World War II, African American leaders worked to end 
discrimination in factories and increase opportunities for African Americans in 
military units, such as the Tuskegee Airmen, a group of African American 
pilots. After the war, many African American soldiers returned home optimistic 
that their country would appreciate their loyalty and sacrifice. In the 1950s, 

“separate but equal”
Plessy v. Ferguson
facilities were provided
de jure segregation

Despite rulings outlawing segregation in interstate bus 
service, bus travel remained unintegrated in much of 
the South, including Alabama. Alabama’s governor, 
John Patterson, was known to be in favor of 
segregation. As attorney general of the state, he had 
banned NAACP activity in Alabama, and he had fought 
the bus boycotts.

In early May 1961, teams of African American and 
white volunteers who became known as Freedom 
Riders boarded several southbound interstate buses. 
These buses were met by angry white mobs in 
Anniston, Birmingham, and Montgomery, Alabama. 
The mobs slit bus tires and threw rocks at the African Americans also gained political power as northern politicians The mobs slit bus tires and threw rocks at the African Americans also gained political power as northern politicians 
windows. In Anniston, someone threw a firebomb into 
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one bus. Fortunately, no one was killed.
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began supporting the Democratic Party in the 1930s, strengthening the party 
in the North and countering southern Democrats, who supported segregation. 

During World War II, African American leaders worked to end 
discrimination in factories and increase opportunities for African Americans in 
military units, such as the Tuskegee Airmen, a group of African American 
pilots. After the war, many African American soldiers returned home optimistic 
that their country would appreciate their loyalty and sacrifice. In the 1950s, 

 a doctrine established by the 1896 Supreme Court case 
 that permitted laws segregating African Americans as long as equal 
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The Origins of the Civil Rights Movement

What role did the NAACP play in the civil rights movement?

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), 
established in 1909, gave African Americans the institutional support to fight 
racial discrimination and injustice. One founder in this movement was A. Philip 
Randolph—a union leader since the 1920s as well as a civil rights activist—who 
compelled President Franklin Roosevelt to issue an executive order ending 
discrimination in wartime industries during World War II. The NAACP 
emboldened people to commit acts of defiance against segregated bus 
laws—including Rosa Parks’s famous refusal to give up her seat to a white 
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Riders boarded several southbound interstate buses. 
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person on a Montgomery, Alabama, bus in December 1955. 
These victories contrasted with the entrenchment of segregation. In 1896, 

the Supreme Court had declared segregation to be constitutional in 
, which established the 

segregated African Americans were permitted as long as “equal” facilities 
were provided for all races. The facilities provided for African Americans, 
however, were usually of poorer quality than those provided for whites. 
Offering separate facilities is an example of 
segregation based on laws. After Reconstruction, local and state laws in the 
South allowed for the segregation of many facets of life, including 
transportation, education, neighborhoods, restaurants, theaters, libraries, 
pools, restrooms, drinking fountains, and even cemeteries. Areas without such 
laws often had de facto segregation—segregation by custom and tradition.

These victories contrasted with the entrenchment of segregation. In 1896, 
the Supreme Court had declared segregation to be constitutional in 
Ferguson, which established the 
segregated African Americans were permitted as long as “equal” facilities 
were provided for all races. The facilities provided for African Americans, 
however, were usually of poorer quality than those provided for whites. 
Offering separate facilities is an example of 
segregation based on laws. After Reconstruction, local and state laws in the 
South allowed for the segregation of many facets of life, including 
transportation, education, neighborhoods, restaurants, theaters, libraries, 
pools, restrooms, drinking fountains, and even cemeteries. Areas without such 
laws often had de facto segregation—segregation by custom and tradition.

Despite rulings outlawing segregation in interstate bus 
service, bus travel remained unintegrated in much of 
the South, including Alabama. Alabama’s governor, 
John Patterson, was known to be in favor of 
segregation. As attorney general of the state, he had 
banned NAACP activity in Alabama, and he had fought 
the bus boycotts.

In early May 1961, teams of African American and 
white volunteers who became known as Freedom white volunteers who became known as Freedom 
Riders boarded several southbound interstate buses. 
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GO ONLINE   Explore the Student Edition eBook and find interactive maps, time lines, and tools.

Plan Your Inquiry
In this lesson, you will investigate the American 
response to the outbreak of war in Europe and 
contrast perspectives leading up to the United States 
entering World War II.

DEVELOP QUESTIONS

Developing Questions About American Neutrality Read 
the Compelling Question for this lesson. What key events 
led to World War II? How did those events involve or affect 
the United States and the American people? Develop a list 
of Supporting Questions that would help you answer the 
Compelling Question in this lesson.

APPLY HISTORICAL TOOLS

Analyzing Primary Sources You will work with a variety of 
primary sources in this lesson. These sources provide 
perspectives from 1936 through 1941, the years leading up to 
U.S. entry into the war. As you read, use a graphic organizer 
like the one below to record information about the sources 
that will help you examine them and check for historical 
understanding. Note ways in which each source helps you 
answer your Supporting Questions.

Source Author/
Creator

Description/
Notes

Which 
Supporting 

Question does 
this source help 

me answer?

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

After you analyze the sources, you will:
• use the evidence from the sources.
• communicate your conclusions.
• take informed action.

Background Information
In the mid-1930s the United States was struggling to 
recover from the Great Depression. President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs and 
policies had some limited success. As tensions rose 
in Europe and gave way to conflict, many Americans 
feared another foreign war. World War I had led to a 
great loss of life and the seeming post-war prosperity 
had not proven sustainable.

President Roosevelt won a second term—by a 
landslide—in 1936. At the time, his focus remained on 
the hardships caused by farm and business failures 
and widespread unemployment. He knew that many 
Americans needed help and expected the federal 
government’s focus to be on domestic concerns. His 
Inaugural Address promised an ongoing effort to put 
people back to work and bolster the U.S. economy.

But Roosevelt and many others knew that trouble 
was brewing in Europe and Asia. Like World War I, the 
Great Depression had shown the strong ties between 
the United States and the rest of the world. What 
happened overseas would inevitably affect the 
American people. Still, in the 1930s, public opinion 
was strongly set against devoting resources to what 
many perceived as the problems of others.

Understanding Multiple Perspectives 
About American Neutrality
? COMPELLING QUESTION

How did the United States respond to the events of World War II in Europe?
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Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs and 
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in Europe and gave way to conflict, many Americans 
feared another foreign war. World War I had led to a 
great loss of life and the seeming post-war prosperity 

President Roosevelt won a second term—by a 
landslide—in 1936. At the time, his focus remained on 
the hardships caused by farm and business failures 
and widespread unemployment. He knew that many 
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Plan Your Inquiry
In this lesson, you will investigate the American 
response to the outbreak of war in Europe and 
contrast perspectives leading up to the United States 
entering World War II.

DEVELOP QUESTIONS

Developing Questions About American NeutralityDeveloping Questions About American Neutrality
the Compelling Question for this lesson. What key events 
led to World War II? How did those events involve or affect 
the United States and the American people? Develop a list 
of Supporting Questions that would help you answer the 
Compelling Question in this lesson.

APPLY HISTORICAL TOOLS

Analyzing Primary SourcesAnalyzing Primary Sources
primary sources in this lesson. These sources provide 
perspectives from 1936 through 1941, the years leading up to 
U.S. entry into the war. As you read, use a graphic organizer 
like the one below to record information about the sources 
that will help you examine them and check for historical 
understanding. Note ways in which each source helps you 
answer your Supporting Questions.
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After you analyze the sources, you will:
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In this lesson, you will investigate the American 
response to the outbreak of war in Europe and 
contrast perspectives leading up to the United States 
entering World War II.

DEVELOP QUESTIONS

Developing Questions About American NeutralityDeveloping Questions About American Neutrality
the Compelling Question for this lesson. What key events 
led to World War II? How did those events involve or affect 
the United States and the American people? Develop a list 
of Supporting Questions that would help you answer the 
Compelling Question in this lesson.

APPLY HISTORICAL TOOLS

Analyzing Primary SourcesAnalyzing Primary Sources
primary sources in this lesson. These sources provide 
perspectives from 1936 through 1941, the years leading up to 
U.S. entry into the war. As you read, use a graphic organizer 
like the one below to record information about the sources 
that will help you examine them and check for historical 
understanding. Note ways in which each source helps you 
answer your Supporting Questions.

Author/
Creator

After you analyze the sources, you will:

Understanding Multiple Perspectives 
About American Neutrality

COMPELLING QUESTION

How did the United States respond to the events of World War II in Europe?

A
Findings of the Nye Committee
Fueling the nation’s sentiment to stay out of foreign wars were public accusations that arms 
manufacturers had tricked the United States into entering World War I. From 1934 into 1936, 
Senator Gerald P. Nye held dozens of hearings to investigate these allegations. The Nye 
Committee report documented the huge profits made during the war, but no firm proof was 
gathered to show conspiracy. Nye was among several members of Congress who pushed for 
passage of the Neutrality Act of 1935. By the time the Nye report was completed, Adolf Hitler 
had become Führer, or the sole leader, of Germany and reintroduced military conscription, an 
act prohibited under the Treaty of Versailles in 1919.

 PRIMARY SOURCE : REPORT 

“ I. NATURE OF THE MUNITIONS COMPANIES

The committee finds . . . that almost none of the 
confine themselves exclusively to the manufacture of military materials. Great numbers 
of the largest suppliers to the Army and Navy (Westinghouse, General Electric, du 
Pont, General Motors, Babcock & Wilcox, etc.) are predominantly manufacturers of 
materials for civilian life. Others, such as the aviation companies and Colt’s Patent 
Firearms Co., supply the greatest portion of their output to the military services. In 
addition to the manufacturers there are several sales companies which act as agents 
for various manufacturers. There are also brokers dealing largely in old and second-
hand supplies. In case of war, other companies, not at present producing any 
munitions, would be called upon to furnish them. . . .

IV. THE EFFECT OF ARMAMENTS ON PEACE

The committee finds . . . that some of the munitions companies have occasionally had 
opportunities to intensify the fears of people for their neighbors and have used them 
to their own profit.

[T]he very quality which in civilian life tends to lead toward progressive civilization, 
namely the improvements of machinery, has been used by the munitions makers to 
scare nations into a continued frantic expenditure for the latest improvements in 
devices of warfare. The constant message of the traveling salesman of the munitions 
companies to the rest of the world has been that they now had available for sale 
something new, more dangerous and more deadly than ever before and that the 
potential enemy was or would be buying it.

While the evidence before this committee does not show that wars have been started 
solely because of the activities of munitions makers and their agents, it is also true that 
wars rarely have one single cause, and the committee finds it to be against the peace 
of the world for selfishly interested organizations to be left free to 
nations into military activity . . . .”
—The Nye Report, February 24, 1936

munitions arms, weaponry, and ammunition arms, weaponry, and ammunition
goad to incite or rouse to action to incite or rouse to action

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

1. SummarizingSummarizing What information does this report provide? Summarize the key points. What information does this report provide? Summarize the key points.
2. Analyzing Points of ViewAnalyzing Points of View
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Findings of the Nye Committee
Fueling the nation’s sentiment to stay out of foreign wars were public accusations that arms 
manufacturers had tricked the United States into entering World War I. From 1934 into 1936, 
Senator Gerald P. Nye held dozens of hearings to investigate these allegations. The Nye 
Committee report documented the huge profits made during the war, but no firm proof was 
gathered to show conspiracy. Nye was among several members of Congress who pushed for 
passage of the Neutrality Act of 1935. By the time the Nye report was completed, Adolf Hitler 
had become Führer, or the sole leader, of Germany and reintroduced military conscription, an 
act prohibited under the Treaty of Versailles in 1919.

 PRIMARY SOURCE : REPORT 

I. NATURE OF THE MUNITIONS COMPANIES

The committee finds . . . that almost none of the 
confine themselves exclusively to the manufacture of military materials. Great numbers 
of the largest suppliers to the Army and Navy (Westinghouse, General Electric, du 
Pont, General Motors, Babcock & Wilcox, etc.) are predominantly manufacturers of 
materials for civilian life. Others, such as the aviation companies and Colt’s Patent 
Firearms Co., supply the greatest portion of their output to the military services. In 
addition to the manufacturers there are several sales companies which act as agents 
for various manufacturers. There are also brokers dealing largely in old and second-
hand supplies. In case of war, other companies, not at present producing any 
munitions, would be called upon to furnish them. . . .

IV. THE EFFECT OF ARMAMENTS ON PEACE

The committee finds . . . that some of the munitions companies have occasionally had 
opportunities to intensify the fears of people for their neighbors and have used them 
to their own profit.

[T]he very quality which in civilian life tends to lead toward progressive civilization, 
namely the improvements of machinery, has been used by the munitions makers to 
scare nations into a continued frantic expenditure for the latest improvements in 
devices of warfare. The constant message of the traveling salesman of the munitions 
companies to the rest of the world has been that they now had available for sale 
something new, more dangerous and more deadly than ever before and that the 
potential enemy was or would be buying it.

While the evidence before this committee does not show that wars have been started 
solely because of the activities of munitions makers and their agents, it is also true that 
wars rarely have one single cause, and the committee finds it to be against the peace 
of the world for selfishly interested organizations to be left free to 
nations into military activity . . . .

—The Nye Report, February 24, 1936

 arms, weaponry, and ammunition
 to incite or rouse to action

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

 What information does this report provide? Summarize the key points.
Analyzing Points of ViewAnalyzing Points of View What connection does the report imply between munitions companies 

CB
“The Tug of War”
Spurred by support for isolationism, Congress passed 
a series of Neutrality Acts from 1935 to 1939 that 
barred direct aid to nations engaged in war. However, 
as international tensions grew, so did the tension at 
home over whether to remain neutral or assist U.S. 
allies against a growing threat. This cartoon, published 
in the Chicago Tribune
and pull.

 PRIMARY SOURCE : POLITICAL CARTOON 

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

1. Analyzing VisualsAnalyzing Visuals
depicted in the cartoon, and who does FDR side 
with?

2. InterpretingInterpreting
convey?

FDR’s Quarantine Speech

 PRIMARY SOURCE : SPEECH 

“

”

EXAMINE THE SOURCE
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“The Tug of War”
Spurred by support for isolationism, Congress passed 
a series of Neutrality Acts from 1935 to 1939 that 
barred direct aid to nations engaged in war. However, 
as international tensions grew, so did the tension at 
home over whether to remain neutral or assist U.S. 
allies against a growing threat. This cartoon, published 

 Chicago Tribune in 1939, illustrates that push 

 PRIMARY SOURCE : POLITICAL CARTOON 

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

Analyzing VisualsAnalyzing Visuals Who are the opposing teams 
depicted in the cartoon, and who does FDR side 

InterpretingInterpreting What message is the artist trying to 

ED
“The Four Freedoms Speech”

 PRIMARY SOURCE : SPEECH 

“

”

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

Destroyers for Bases Agreement
In 1940, after France and other Western 
European nations had fallen to Germany, Winston 
Churchill pressured the United States to provide 
more aid. Because of the United States’ official 
neutrality, the attempts to help the Allies in the 
fight against Germany involved creativity. In 1940 
the British ambassador agreed to give land in 
British territory to the United States for military 
use. In exchange President Roosevelt authorized 
Secretary of States Cordell Hull to transfer 50 
U.S. Navy destroyer ships.

 PRIMARY SOURCE : DIPLOMATIC AGREEMENT 

“ . . . in view of the desire of the United 
States to acquire additional air and naval 
bases in the Caribbean and in British 
Guiana, and without endeavouring to 
place a monetary or commercial value 
upon the many tangible and intangible 
rights and properties involved, His 
Majesty’s Government will make available 
to the United States for immediate 
establishment and use naval and air bases 
and facilities for entrance thereto and the 
operation and protection thereof, on the 
eastern side of the Bahamas, the southern 
coast of Jamaica, the western coast of St. 
Lucia, the west coast of Trinidad in the 
Gulf of Paria, in the island of Antigua and 
in British Guiana within fifty miles of 
Georgetown, in exchange for naval and 
military equipment and material which the 
United States Government will transfer to 
His Majesty’s Government.”
—communication between The Marquess of 

Lothian and Secretary of State Hull, 
September 2, 1940

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

ExplainingExplaining Why did Great Britain not try to assign a 
monetary value to the land it was providing the United 
States?
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Destroyers for Bases Agreement
In 1940, after France and other Western 
European nations had fallen to Germany, Winston 
Churchill pressured the United States to provide 
more aid. Because of the United States’ official 
neutrality, the attempts to help the Allies in the 
fight against Germany involved creativity. In 1940 
the British ambassador agreed to give land in 
British territory to the United States for military 
use. In exchange President Roosevelt authorized 
Secretary of States Cordell Hull to transfer 50 
U.S. Navy destroyer ships.

: DIPLOMATIC AGREEMENT 

. . . in view of the desire of the United 
States to acquire additional air and naval 
bases in the Caribbean and in British 
Guiana, and without endeavouring to 
place a monetary or commercial value 
upon the many tangible and intangible 
rights and properties involved, His 
Majesty’s Government will make available 
to the United States for immediate 
establishment and use naval and air bases 
and facilities for entrance thereto and the 
operation and protection thereof, on the 
eastern side of the Bahamas, the southern 
coast of Jamaica, the western coast of St. 
Lucia, the west coast of Trinidad in the 
Gulf of Paria, in the island of Antigua and 
in British Guiana within fifty miles of 
Georgetown, in exchange for naval and 
military equipment and material which the 
United States Government will transfer to 
His Majesty’s Government.

—communication between The Marquess of 
Lothian and Secretary of State Hull, 
September 2, 1940

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

 Why did Great Britain not try to assign a 
monetary value to the land it was providing the United 

GF
The America First Committee
The America First Committee (AFC) formed in 
September 1940 as pressure increased on the 
United States to commit more foreign aid to 
Britain. As Roosevelt expanded the cash-and-
carry policy and then the Lend-Lease Act, 
prominent figures throughout the country helped 
form and supported the AFC and its isolationist 
principles.

 PRIMARY SOURCE : TEXT FLYER 

“ 1. The United States must build an 
impregnable defense for America. With 
such a defense no foreign power, or group 
of powers, can successfully attack us.

2. With proper safeguards for the 
distribution of supplies and the 
maintenance of our neutrality, Americans 
should . . . give humanitarian aid to the 
suffering and needy people of England 
and the occupied countries.

3. The cash and carry provisions of the 
existing Neutrality Act are essential to 
American peace and security. Within the 
limits of that Act Americans may properly 
aid Great Britain. Aid to her beyond the 
limitations of the present Neutrality Act 
would weaken our defense at home, and 
might . . . involve us in conflict. We oppose 
any change in the law which would permit 
American vessels to enter the combat 
zone or which would permit the American 
navy to convoy merchant ships through 
that zone, as any such course would . . . 
plunge this country into Europe’s war.

4. Americans should and do cherish the 
ideals of democracy and abhor 
dictatorship, but the welfare of one 
hundred thirty million Americans and the 
preservation of democracy on this 
continent demand that the United States 
keep out of foreign wars.”
—America First Committee, 1941

impregnable incapable of being conquered incapable of being conquered

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

1. Contrasting What type of foreign aid does the AFC 
support and what type does it oppose?

 What reason does the flyer  
give for limiting U.S. involvement in foreign wars?

Describing the America First 
Committee
The AFC seized the public’s attention not only 
because of its messaging but also because of its 
messengers. The popular aviator Charles 
Lindbergh—who had made the first non-stop solo 
flight across the Atlantic Ocean—traveled the 
country in 1940 and 1941, speaking on behalf of 
the movement. He urged Americans to stay out 
of a war that he considered a squabble among 
European nations. The activities of the AFC soon 
caught the attention of popular society columnist 
Evelyn Peyton Gordon.

 PRIMARY SOURCE : NEWSPAPER 

“ ‘There is nothing so secure as a settled 
mind.’ That’s what Genevieve Champ 
Clark Thomson, sister of Sen. Bennett 
Champ Clark says, and that’s about right. 
Genevieve was discussing the conditions 
of the American mind today.

At least that’s what her sister-in-law Mrs. 
Bennett Clark said yesterday when she 
spoke to more than a hundred people 
who had met at the home of former 
Undersecretary of State William R. Castle.

Those people, capitalists, labor union 
members, Democrats, Republicans, authors 
and one orchestra leader, were meeting to 
hear the story of ‘America First.’ An 
organization which started some time ago 

then he is not a real American. We’re 
trying to keep out of this war and to build 
a big defense.’”
—Evelyn Peyton Gordon, Washington Daily 

News, December 12, 1940

EXAMINE THE SOURCE

1. DescribingDescribing What event motivated Gordon to write 
this column, and how does she describe the event?

2. Making InferencesMaking Inferences What two key ideas can you 
infer from Gordon’s description of the event and the 
quote from Mr. Castle?
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zone or which would permit the American 
navy to convoy merchant ships through 
that zone, as any such course would . . . 
plunge this country into Europe’s war.

4. Americans should and do cherish the 

hundred thirty million Americans and the 

and which seems to be growing by leaps 
and bounds. . . . [C]hapters of the movement 

oak-paneled library of his home. ‘We’ll 
welcome any American as a member 
unless he is a Communist or Fascist and 

and bounds. . . . [C]hapters of the movement 
have sprung up in many cities. . . .have sprung up in many cities. . . .

anything either, except American,’ said Mr. 
Castle as he opened the meeting in the 

TAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTIONTAKE INFORMED ACTION‘It’s not ‘anti’ anything. It’s not ‘pro’ TAKE INFORMED ACTION‘It’s not ‘anti’ anything. It’s not ‘pro’ TAKE INFORMED ACTION‘It’s not ‘anti’ anything. It’s not ‘pro’ TAKE INFORMED ACTION‘It’s not ‘anti’ anything. It’s not ‘pro’ 
anything either, except American,’ said Mr. TAKE INFORMED ACTIONanything either, except American,’ said Mr. TAKE INFORMED ACTIONanything either, except American,’ said Mr. TAKE INFORMED ACTIONanything either, except American,’ said Mr. 

and bounds. . . . [C]hapters of the movement 

4. Americans should and do cherish the 

Castle as he opened the meeting in the 
oak-paneled library of his home. ‘We’ll 

Each program 
features nearly 
400 primary and 
secondary sources.

Student-led Take 
Informed Action  
activities include 
podcasts, speeches, 
interviews, letters to 
community leaders,  
and much more.

Differentiate
 ■ English Learners Scaffold 
 ■ Reading and Writing Essentials 
 ■ SmartBook ®
 ■ Spanish Student Edition

Assess
 ■ Examine the Source
 ■ Take Informed Action 
 ■ Lesson Quiz 
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TITLE:

Apply What You Have Learned

TOPIC ACTIVITIES

C Connecting to Music

Several popular songs became closely 
associated with the civil rights movement. 
Participants in the movement sang at their 
meetings, as they marched, and even as they 
were taken to jail. Other forms of music 
including folk and soul also became part of 
the soundtrack of the times with lyrics that 
called for equality and freedom.

  ACTIVITY  Evaluate Evidence Choose a song 
from the 1950s or 1960s that is associated with the 
civil rights movement. Analyze the song’s lyrics and 
how they relate to the movement’s purpose and 
goals. Evaluate the song’s effectiveness as a 
motivating force to bring about change.

B Understanding 
Multiple Perspectives

Segregation affected all African Americans, 
but how people experienced it often 
depended on other aspects of their identities. 
For example, think about how segregation 
might have affected African American men, 
women, and children differently because of 
their age or gender.

  ACTIVITY  Write an Informative/Explanatory 
Essay Select two famous African American artists, 
writers, or educators of different genders and 
research their experiences and responses to 
segregation using primary and secondary sources. 
Compare and contrast their experiences and 
prepare an essay that explains your findings. Your 
essay should include an introduction, a thesis 
statement, a presentation of your evidence, and a 
conclusion. Cite the sources that you used to 
support your thesis, evidence, and conclusion.

A Understanding Chronology

The civil rights movement spanned more than a 
decade of time and involved a great many people 
and events. Organizing these events in a simple, 
logical fashion can help you better understand the 
most important moments of this historical era. 
Listing the events in chronological order will also 
allow you to visualize change over time and 
understand cause-and-effect relationships.

  ACTIVITY  Create a Group Time Line Work in 
small groups of four people each. Each person should 
list what they think are the ten most important events of 
the civil rights movement that they learned during their 
studies of this topic. After everyone has finished their 
lists, compare lists with one another and discuss why 
each person chose their events. Be sure to add the 
month, days, and year for the events listed. Combine 
the group’s events into a single list, eliminating any 
duplicates. Then work as a group to chronologically 
sequence the final events in a time line. Create either a 
time line poster or a digital time line with the events. 
Then compare and contrast the time line you created 
with the one found in Lesson 1 of this topic.

• SS.912.A.1.3
• SS.912.A.1.6

• SS.912.A.1.7
• SS.912.H.1.3

• ELA.K12.EE.2.1
• ELA.K12.EE.5.1
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decade of time and involved a great many people 

logical fashion can help you better understand the 

Listing the events in chronological order will also 

list what they think are the ten most important events of 
the civil rights movement that they learned during their 

sequence the final events in a time line. Create either a 

Empower the Next Generation  
of Informed, Active Citizens
Choose from a variety of activities that allow students to practice civic discourse as they 
review and apply their learning to real-world scenarios. 

Engage
 ■ Interactive Charts and Graphs

Enrich
 ■ Making Connections to Today
 ■ Digital Option Activities

GO ONLINE   Explore the Student Edition eBook and find interactive maps, time lines, and tools.

Reviewing the Civil Rights Movement

Summary
Origin of the Movement
During Reconstruction, Congress took some steps to 
protect African Americans’ civil rights. But in 1896 the 
Plessy v. Ferguson decision allowed those rights to be 
severely curtailed by state statutes known as Jim 
Crow laws. These laws legalized segregation, 
restricting African American mobility, labor, and voting 
rights. Even where it was not enforced by law, de facto 
segregation limited African Americans’ lives.

In response to racism and segregation, the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) and other organizations began to chip 
away at Jim Crow laws by challenging them in court. 
The NAACP scored a major victory in 1954 when the 
U.S. Supreme Court struck down segregation in public 
education in Brown v. Board of Education. The 
decision caused some Southern governors to increase 
their resistance to integration.

The Montgomery Bus Boycott
One year after Brown v. Board, Rosa Parks’s refusal to 
yield her seat on a city bus to a white man led to the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott. A young minister named Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr., emerged as a leading voice of 
the civil rights movement during the boycott. After 
more than a year, the boycott and legal challenges 
achieved the desegregation of the city transportation 
system. That success inspired more resistance 
throughout the South and led to the formation of the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). 

Also in 1955, two white men murdered 14-year-old 
Emmett Till. Till’s death highlighted the dangers of racist 
violence protected by the Southern judicial system.

The Little Rock Nine
President Eisenhower had been reluctant to get 
involved in civil rights issues. After the governor of 
Arkansas used the National Guard to try to prevent nine 
African American students from integrating Little Rock’s 
Central High School, Eisenhower intervened, ordering 
federal forces to protect the students and enforce 
integration at Central High School in 1957.

Sit-Ins and Freedom Rides
Civil rights activism continued into the 1960s, 
spearheaded by young college students. One group in 
Greensboro, North Carolina, used sit-ins to challenge 
segregation in public restaurants. Soon activists 
throughout the South staged sit-ins to protest 
segregation, many of them part of groups like the 
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), led by 
young leaders such as John Lewis and Diane Nash.

In 1961 a group of African American and white 
students challenged de facto segregation on interstate 
buses and terminals. The Freedom Riders were 
attacked by violent mobs and arrested in several cities. 
More Freedom Riders expanded the effort. President 
Kennedy finally sent in federal marshals to protect the 
riders, but tensions continued until the Interstate 

07

SCLC
1957:   
Created from 
the Montgomery bus 
boycott efforts
1963: Helped organize 
the March on Washington
1964: Organized voter 
registration drives in the 
South
1965: Helped organize 
the Selma March

SNCC
1960: 
Established by 
African American and 
white college students
1963–1964: Organized 
voter registration drives  
in the South
1965: Helped organize 
the March for Freedom

NAACP
1909: 
Founded to 
protest lynchings and 
advocate for justice
1954: Argued against 
school segregation in 
Brown v. Board of 
Education
1955–1956: Supported 
the Montgomery bus 
boycotts

CORE
1943: 
Founded by 
members such as  
James L. Farmer on a 
principle of nonviolence
1961: Organized the 
Freedom Rides to force 
integration in interstate 
bus travel

Challenging Segregation
The activism of individuals and organizations led to nation-wide legal changes. Pictured below (l to r) 
James Farmer, Roy Wilkins, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Ella Baker.
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Go online or use your Florida Teacher Edition to explore more 
teaching strategies and resources for the Review & Apply Lesson.

mheonline.com/florida

During Reconstruction, Congress took some steps to 
protect African Americans’ civil rights. But in 1896 the 

 decision allowed those rights to be 

restricting African American mobility, labor, and voting 
rights. Even where it was not enforced by law, de facto 

National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) and other organizations began to chip 
away at Jim Crow laws by challenging them in court. 
The NAACP scored a major victory in 1954 when the 
U.S. Supreme Court struck down segregation in public 

decision caused some Southern governors to increase 

 Rosa Parks’s refusal to 
yield her seat on a city bus to a white man led to the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott. A young minister named Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr., emerged as a leading voice of 
the civil rights movement during the boycott. After 
more than a year, the boycott and legal challenges 
achieved the desegregation of the city transportation 

throughout the South and led to the formation of the 
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D Making Connections to Today

The 50th anniversary of “Bloody Sunday” in Selma, 
Alabama, was remembered on March 7, 2015. 
President Barack Obama delivered a speech 
explaining the significance of Selma to the civil 
rights movement:

“ . . . [T]here are places and moments in 
America where this nation’s destiny has been 
decided. . . .

Selma is such a place. In one afternoon 50 
years ago, so much of our turbulent history—
the stain of slavery and anguish of civil war; 
the yoke of segregation and tyranny of Jim 
Crow; the death of four little girls in 
Birmingham; and the dream of a Baptist 
preacher—met on this bridge. . . . 

The Americans who crossed this bridge, they 
were not physically imposing.  But they gave 
courage to millions. . . .

Because of what they did, the doors of 
opportunity swung open not just for black 
folks, but for every American. Women marched 

those doors. Asian Americans, gay Americans, 

”

As President Obama notes in his speech, the civil 
rights movement, directly and indirectly, inspired 
other activist movements in the United States. 
Movements for Latino and Native American civil rights 
as well as the modern feminist and the LGBTQ 
movements learned from its original example.

  ACTIVITY Podcast Presentation Select one of the 
other movements President Obama referenced in his 
speech and create a podcast that compares and contrasts 
it with the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s. In 
what ways has the civil rights movement inspired this 
other movement? How were the movements similar? In 
what ways did they differ?
As you seek to answer these questions, focus on the 
following topics, and explain the similarities and 
differences between the movements:
• The goals of each movement
• The methods used by each movement to achieve 

these goals
• The judicial or legislative successes of each movement
Use your student text, library, and online sources to 
research the movement. Use FINDS, Florida’s Library 
Media Research Model, to guide your research. Then, for 
your podcast, describe events that help the listeners to 
visualize the significant moments captured in videos or 
photographs. Create and submit a bibliography citing the 
sources you used for your podcast. Publish and share 
your podcast with family, friends, or a larger audience.
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those doors. Asian Americans, gay Americans, your podcast, describe events that help the listeners to 
visualize the significant moments captured in videos or 
photographs. Create and submit a bibliography citing the 
sources you used for your podcast. Publish and share 
your podcast with family, friends, or a larger audience.
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Differentiate
 ■ Differentiation for Each Topic Activity 
 ■ Reteaching Activity 
 ■ Reading and Writing Essentials 
 ■ SmartBook ®
 ■ Spanish Student Edition

Assess
 ■ Topic Activities 
 ■ Topic Tests  
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Gain Confidence and Experience  
with End-of-Course Practice
StudySmart© provides a range of activities and question types modeled after Florida state 
assessment and end-of-course test questions and scenarios for students to deconstruct. 

 ■ Florida Benchmark Skills activities for 
students to practice Social Studies, Math, 
and Literacy skills.

 ■ Additional Primary and Secondary Sources  
beyond what is in the Student Edition.
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Review & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & ApplyReview & Apply Test Prep



Personalize Learning for Every Student
SmartBook® delivers personalized, adaptive learning tailored to each student’s individual needs. 
It works by pinpointing knowledge gaps and focusing instruction on the concepts that require 
additional study. Teachers can assign specific chapters, topics, or concepts, and access advanced 
reporting features that track individual and class progress with actionable insights to inform  
in-class instruction.
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Fuel Engagement With a Curriculum  
That Grows Over Time
Experience a platform that puts resources at your fingertips, including new content added  
regularly to the Living Library. 

Videos enhance core 
content and bring history 
to life with compelling 
stories, stunning graphics, 
historical photographs, 
and archival footage.

The ReadAnywhere app 
provides access to the 
Student eBook on any 
mobile device.

The Living Library—
brand new digital 
content added to  
every chapter, every 
single year to provide 
an ever-expanding 
library of regularly 
updated resources. 
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NAME DATE CLASS

History & Civics Activity
Challenging Segregation

The Selma March
Civil rights activists won a victory with the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which outlawed segregation 
and barred discrimination based on race, religion, sex (gender), and national origin. Still, more citizen action 
was needed to bring about change. While the Fifteenth Amendment had prohibited state and federal 
governments from denying citizens the right to vote based on race, many states, particularly in the South,
enacted other laws to restrict voting. These included literacy tests and poll taxes.

In 1964, civil rights groups organized campaigns to register African Americans to vote. Their efforts and the 
violent response from other citizens, white nationalist groups, and law enforcement spurred passage of the Civil 
Rights Act. However, legal barriers to voting, intimidation, and violence against African Americans continued. 
So, in January 1965, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) joined forces to demand full protection of voting rights for African Americans. 
The next month, segregationists in Alabama attacked a nonviolent civil rights protest. Police beat protesters,
killed one demonstrator, and jailed about 2,000 others. SCLC and SNCC began planning a mass march to take
their demands for voting rights to Governor George Wallace. In Selma, Alabama, African Americans made up 
more than half of the population, but only 1 to 2 percent of them were registered voters. Activists marched 50 
miles from Selma to the state capitol in Montgomery.

On March 7, SCLC’s Hosea Williams and SNCC’s John Lewis led about 600 protesters from Brown Chapel 
African Methodist Episcopal Church to the Edmund Pettus Bridge that led out of Selma. As they reached the 
bridge, they saw a law enforcement brigade and a so-called posse waiting to bar the way. After ordering the 
marchers to disperse, law enforcement attacked in what became known as “Bloody Sunday.” Lewis and others 
were hospitalized. The events, seen on the nightly news, led to demonstrations in about 80 cities across the 
country. Two days later, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who had helped organize the march, led more than 2,000 
people to attempt another crossing. SCLC had also filed a petition to keep the state from blocking the
demonstration. A federal district court judge had issued a restraining order against further protests pending 
his decision. Unwilling to violate the order, King turned the marchers back when confronted by state troopers.
Later that day, known as “Turnaround Tuesday,” three white protesters were attacked, and one died. Over the 
coming weeks, SNCC held a series of protests in Montgomery.

Meanwhile, the violent events prompted President Lyndon Johnson to act. On March 15, in a televised address,
he called on Congress to pass the Voting Rights Act. Soon after, a federal judge ruled in the demonstrators’ 
favor, and on March 21, Dr. King led thousands from Selma to Montgomery. The march took five days. To 

Interactive maps include dynamic tools, embedded media, and additional data sources. Select  
from di�erent basemaps, draw, measure between two points, or print a hard copy of the map. 
Interactive Reference Atlas Maps include di�erent basemaps and new data sets, charts, and graphs, 
including data from the 2020 census, so that students can explore the places they study.

Digital worksheets provide additional support 
and extend learning with: 

 ■ Hands-On Topic Projects.
 ■ Reading and Writing Essentials.
 ■ Activities in Guided Reading, Reteaching, 

Review and Apply, Video Response,  
History & Geography, History & Civics,  
and History & Economics.
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Plan Your Way
We understand that every teacher teaches differently, and every class has unique needs. McGraw 
Hill Florida Social Studies programs champion flexibility, so you can pick and choose lesson types 
and activities that work for you. For new teachers or those looking to try something different, every 
lesson includes a detailed 45-minute lesson plan example flagged with a red checkmark. A library of 
professional learning videos additionally provides insights into topics ranging from educational equity 
to inquiry and so much more—because when you feel supported, your students feel supported too.

Key for Using the Teacher Edition
Differentiation
All activities are written for the on-level 
student unless otherwise marked with the 
leveled labels below.
 BL  Beyond Level
 AL  Approaching Level
 ELL  English Language Learners

Flexible Grouping Options
Each activity includes a suggestion for how 
to group students.
 INDIVIDUAL  Independent Activity
 SMALL GROUP  Pairs or Small Group Activity
 WHOLE CLASS  Whole Class Activity

Digital Learning
Online activities, including interactive 
learning activities and digital worksheets, 
are identified by   GO ONLINE

Time on Task
Each activity includes a suggested amount 
of time it will take to complete. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Knowledge:
• explain how military technology contributed to 

the success of the Ottoman, Ṣafavid, and Mogul 
empires

• explain why the Ottoman capture of 
Constantinople was a turning point in world 
history

• describe the development and beliefs of the 
Sikh faith

• analyze how connections with Europe affected 
the political, religious, and social makeup of 
Asian empires

• explain how the Ming and Qing dynasties were 
similar and different

• explain how Japan changed during the 
Tokugawa Era

Skills:
• interpret images to make inferences about the 

Asian empires
• compare and contrast the characteristics and 

accomplishments of the Asian empires
• use maps to draw conclusions about the Asian 

empires
• use writing to convey information about the 

Asian empires
• interpret primary and secondary sources to 

answer questions about the fall of 
Constantinople and life in the Ottoman, Mogul, 
and Ṣafavid empires

Asian Empires 1450–1800

• SS.912.W.1
• SS.912.W.1.1
• SS.912.W.1.3
• SS.912.W.1.4
• SS.912.W.1.5
• SS.912.W.1.6
• SS.912.W.2.7
• SS.912.W.2.8
• SS.912.W.2.20
• SS.912.W.3.4
• SS.912.W.3.6
• SS.912.G.1
• SS.912.G.1.1
• SS.912.G.4.9
• SS.912.H.1
• SS.912.H.1.3
• SS.912.H.3
• SS.912.H.3.1
• ELA.K12.EE.1.1

 FLORIDA BENCHMARKS

 377A

SUGGESTED PACING GUIDE

LESSONSLESSONS DAYSDAYS PLANNER 
PAGE

01 INTRODUCTION  
Introducing Asian Empires

0.5 377D

02 LEARN THE EVENTS  
The Ottomans and the Ṣafavids

1 377E

03 INQUIRY ACTIVITY  
Turning Point: The Fall of Constantinople

COMPELLING QUESTION: Why was the Ottoman 
capture of Constantinople a turning point in 
world history?

1 377F

04 LEARN THE EVENTS  
South Asia and the Mogul Empire

1 377G

05 LEARN THE EVENTS  
The Sikh Faith

1 377H

?

LESSONSLESSONS

06 INQUIRY ACTIVITY  
Analyzing Sources: Daily Life in the Asian Empires

COMPELLING QUESTION: How were the social 
and political structures of the Asian empires 
similar and different?

07 LEARN THE EVENTS  
The Ming and Qing Dynasties of China

08 LEARN THE EVENTS  
Japan Under the Shoguns

09 REVIEW AND APPLY  
Reviewing Asian Empires

?

TOPIC 11 • OVERVIEW PLANNER

Digital Learning
Online activities, including interactive 
learning activities and digital worksheets, 
are identified by   

Time on Task
Each activity includes a suggested amount 
of time it will take to complete. 

Analyzing Sources: Daily Life in the Asian Empires
 How were the social 

and political structures of the Asian empires 

The Ming and Qing Dynasties of China

DIFFERENTIATION Organize the lesson resources to differentiate your instruction.

For Remediation and Intervention
• Reading and Writing Essentials

For English Language Learners
• English Learners Scaffold
• Reading and Writing Essentials

For Students With Special Needs
• An audio read in the Student 

Edition eBook

For Enrichment
• Differentiate the Activity 

suggestions for Beyond Level

Use the online Approaching Level Reader to help students who are reading below grade level.

KEY:
 C Civics
 E Economics
 G Geography
 H Historical Thinking

 R Reading
 SL Speaking and 

Listening
W Writing

 BL  Beyond Level Beyond Level
 AL  Approaching Level
 ELL English Language 

Learners

CUSTOMIZABLE LESSON OPTIONS 
Create your lesson plan by choosing digital learning and Student 
Edition-based activities for each part of the teaching cycle.

� 45-minute lesson plan example

COMPELLING QUESTION: 
Why was the Ottoman capture of Constantinople a turning point in world history?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Knowledge:
• analyze the consequences of the Ottoman capture of 

Constantinople
• explain how the invention of gunpowder changed the course of 

history

Skills:
• generate questions about the impact of the Ottoman capture of 

Constantinople
• interpret primary and secondary sources in order to answer 

questions about the Ottoman capture of Constantinople
• evaluate the reliability of primary and secondary sources about 

the Ottoman capture of Constantinople
• cite text evidence to assess the validity of a claim about the 

Ottoman capture of Constantinople
• create a public service announcement that motivates people to 

contribute to an important cause

?

LESSON 03 • INQUIRY ACTIVITY PLANNER

Turning Point: The Fall of Constantinople

377F Asian Empires

Title Skill Pacing Grouping

LAUNCHING THE INQUIRY p. 389

Explanatory Writing About Gunpowder W 15 min Individual

GUIDING THE INQUIRY pp. 389–392

Understanding Supporting Details About 
Constantinople’s Name R 10 min Whole Class

Drawing Conclusions About Gunpowder 
Ingredients H 10 min Whole Class

Special Needs Strategy: Visual Impairment

English Learners Scaffold: Explanatory 
Writing About Source C  ELL 

15 min Small Group

Analyzing Change After the Fall of 
Constantinople H 10 min Whole Class

Differentiate the Activity
Comparing Perspectives About Turkey  BL

30 min Individual

Title Skill Pacing Grouping

GUIDING THE INQUIRY continued

Global Connections: Global Conflict 
Depicted in Art and Media 30 min Small Group

Calculating Risk Versus Reward E 10 min Whole Class

REVIEW p. 392

Identifying Cause and Effect of the Fall of 
Constantinople H 10 min Small Group

  GO ONLINE  Reading and Writing 
Essentials  AL  ELL 

20 min Individual

ASSESS p. 392

  GO ONLINE  Lesson 3 Quiz 20 min Individual

�

�

�

�
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Discover professional development resources at point of use. Contact your sales representative  
to learn more about customizing professional development for your school or district.
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Teach Your Way
Choose from a variety of strategies to support every student. Look for labels in the Teacher Edition 
including Di�erentiated Instruction, Predictable Misunderstandings, Global Connections, Making 
Connections to Today, and many more.

ANSWERS
GEOGRAPHY CONNECTION

1. Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia were relatively close to China, which likely 
encouraged them to become Communist.

2. Laos is landlocked.

HISTORICAL THINKING SKILLS

Understanding Context of Indonesian Independence Call attention 
to the independence movement in Indonesia. Ask: Why do you think 
the Netherlands might have been reluctant to give up Indonesia? 
(Responses will vary, but students should note that colonies provided 
European powers with raw materials, markets for goods, and thus 
wealth.) Why did the United States encourage the Netherlands to 
cede control over its colony? (After Sukarno’s non-Communist 
Nationalist Party declared Indonesia’s independence, the Indonesian 
Communist Party attempted to gain power. Fearing a Communist 
takeover, the United States pressured the Netherlands to accept 
Indonesian independence under Sukarno.)  WHOLE CLASS  5 MIN 

READING SKILLS

Citing Text Evidence Related to Democracy Point out that the text Citing Text Evidence Related to Democracy Point out that the text Citing Text Evidence Related to Democracy
discusses the challenges facing newly independent countries as they 
worked to establish stable governments. Have students reread 
“Indonesia and Myanmar.” Ask: What evidence in the text supports 
the claim that democracy failed in Indonesia? (The text says that the 
military took control after Indonesia’s president dissolved the 
constitution.) What evidence supports the claim that Myanmar has 
not lived up to democratic ideals? (Aung San Suu Kyi has recently 
been stripped of her human rights awards due to her treatment of the 
Rohingya people.)  WHOLE CLASS  5 MIN 

WRITING SKILLS

Informative Writing About Southeast Asia Have students choose 
one of the Southeast Asian countries discussed in the text: Indonesia, 
Myanmar, Vietnam, Cambodia, or the Philippines. Ask students to 
research the government and economy of the country today and 
summarize their findings in a brief informative report. Encourage 
students to make connections between the country’s colonial past, 
struggles following independence, and challenges the country faces 
today.  INDIVIDUAL  45 MIN 

Digital Option

Creating a Documentary About Southeast Asia Have students 
work in small groups to create a short documentary on one of the 
Southeast Asian countries discussed in the text. The documentary 
should cover the causes, effects, and challenges of 
independence, and how the country has fared in the years since. 
Have students post their documentaries on the school or class 
website for others to see.  SMALL GROUP  60 MIN 

  GO ONLINE  Guided Reading Activity
South Asian and Southeast Asian Independence Assign the Guided 
Reading Activity to help students develop critical reading skills and 
create study notes as they answer questions about the main ideas of 
the lesson.  AL  INDIVIDUAL  20 MIN 

  GO ONLINE  Reading and Writing Essentials
South Asian and Southeast Asian Independence This resource 
offers literacy support and reading and writing activities to help 
approaching-level students and English Language Learners 
understand lesson content.  AL  ELL  INDIVIDUAL  20 MIN
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Southeast Asia
GUIDING QUESTION

What experiences did independence bring to new 
Southeast Asian countries?

After World War II, most states in Southeast Asia 
gained independence from their colonial rulers. The 
process varied across the region, however. In July 
1946, the United States granted independence to the 
Philippines, and in 1948 Burma became independent 
from Great Britain.

Initially, many leaders of the newly independent 
states in Southeast Asia admired Western political and 
economic practices. They hoped to form democratic, 
capitalist states like those in the West. By the end of 
the 1950s, however, their plans for rapid economic 
growth had failed. Internal disputes weakened the 
new democratic governments, opening the door to 
both military and one-party autocratic regimes.

Indonesia and Myanmar
The Netherlands was less willing than Great Britain to 
abandon its colonial empire in Southeast Asia. When a 
new Indonesian republic was proclaimed by Achmed 
Sukarno, the Netherlands attempted to suppress it. 
When the Indonesian Communist Party attempted to 
seize power, however, the United States pressured the 
Netherlands to grant independence to Sukarno and 

his non-Communist Nationalist Party. In 1949 the 
Netherlands finally recognized the new Republic of 
Indonesia and the new state’s independence had 
been achieved beyond doubt.

In 1950 Indonesia’s new leaders created a 
parliamentary system, and Sukarno was elected the 
first president. In the late 1950s, however, he dissolved 
the constitution and tried to rule on his own 
through what he called “guided democracy.” Sukarno 
also nationalized foreign-owned enterprises and 
sought economic aid from China and the Soviet Union. 
This created diplomatic connections the United States 
wanted to avoid. Military officers overthrew Sukarno 
and established a military government under General 
Suharto, who was supported by the United States. It 
was clear that democracy had failed in Indonesia.

Burma, now Myanmar, came under military control in 
the early 1960s. The nation’s people, however, continued 
to fight for democracy. Aung San Suu Kyi, the daughter of 
Aung San, who led the Burma Independence Army in 
1947, returned to Myanmar in 1988 and became involved 
in the movement for democracy. For her actions, she was 
repeatedly placed under house arrest. Her party won a 
landslide victory in 1990, but the military rulers refused to 
hand over power. In 1991 Suu Kyi won the Nobel Peace 
Prize for her pro-democracy efforts and was made state 
counselor in 2016. She has recently been stripped of 
many of her human rights awards due to the treatment of 
the Rohingya people, a Muslim minority, within the country.

Southeast Asia
The independent nations of Southeast Asia today gained independence following World War II.

GEOGRAPHY CONNECTION

1. Global Interconnections How 
do you think geography may 
have affected which 
Southeast Asian countries 
became Communist?

2. Exploring RegionsExploring Regions How is 
Laos geographically different 
from its southern neighbors?

Independence and New Challenges 757
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The Teacher Edition o�ers a wide selection of di�erentiation support, including at point-of-use  
with English Learner Sca�olds to make the text accessible to students learning English at di�erent 
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include the Student eBook, assessments, and closed captioning for videos. Spanish Student Edition 
is available in print.
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INSTRUCCIONES: Opción múltiple Marca la opción de respuesta que mejor completa el enunciado 
o responde la pregunta.

1. ¿Cómo combatió principalmente la NAACP la segregación racial?

A. fomentando levantamientos violentos

B. estableciendo escuelas afroamericanas

C. amenazando a los dueños de negocios

D. demandando para derogar las leyes segregacionistas

2. La Segunda Guerra Mundial contribuyó al desarrollo del Movimiento por los Derechos Civiles

A. obligando al Gobierno federal a presionar a los estados para que abolieran la segregación.

B. animando a los veteranos que habían combatido en el extranjero por la democracia a luchar 
por sus propios derechos. 

C. movilizando a los trabajadores que querían recibir la misma paga que habían tenido durante 
la guerra.

D. promoviendo la segregación y la violencia por motivos raciales.

El senador de Virginia Harry F. Byrd reaccionó a la iniciativa de abolir la segregación escolar

A. alentando la “resistencia colectiva”. C. apoyando la implementación inmediata.

B. promoviendo una implementación gradual. D. desalentando los actos de violencia.

En el caso de Brown contra la Junta de Educación de Topeka de 1954 la Corte Suprema 
de Estados Unidos falló en favor de la derogación de la práctica de

A. separar las escuelas públicas. C. separar los autobuses escolares.

B. contratar solamente a maestros blancos. D. introducir medidas en favor de las
minorías en las matrículas escolares.

El Congreso aprobó la Ley de Derechos Civiles de 1957 principalmente para

A. castigar a los estados sureños.

B. apaciguar a los líderes de los derechos civiles.

C. salvaguardar los derechos electorales de los afroamericanos.

D. provocar a los senadores sureños.

6. ¿Por qué supusieron las sentadas un cambio de táctica en el Movimiento por los Derechos Civiles?

A. Los participantes rechazaban la filosofía de la no violencia.

B. Las sentadas representaban una aceleración de las iniciativas por erradicar la segregación.

C. Los participantes recibían primero la aprobación de los dueños de los negocios blancos 
antes de realizar las sentadas.

D. Las sentadas fueron dirigidas mayoritariamente por líderes del Movimiento por los 
Derechos Civiles.

INSTRUCCIONES: Respuesta corta Responde las preguntas en 1 a 2 párrafos en una hoja de papel aparte.

Explica la razón por la que el presidente Eisenhower envió soldados federales a Little Rock, Arkansas. 
Luego, describe la manera como este suceso y la aprobación de Ley de Derechos Civiles de 1957 
combatieron la resistencia sureña.

Describe la manera como el boicot de autobuses de Montgomery, las sentadas de protesta y los Viajeros 
de la Libertad desafiaron la segregación racial en lugares públicos.

Cuestionario de la lección 14–3

  El Movimiento por los Derechos Civiles
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NOMBRE �

INSTRUCCIONES:
o responde la pregunta.

2.

3.

A.

B.

4. En el caso de 
de Estados Unidos falló en favor de la derogación de la práctica de

A.

B.

5. El Congreso aprobó la Ley de Derechos Civiles de 1957 principalmente para

A.

6.

INSTRUCCIONES:

7. Explica la razón por la que el presidente Eisenhower envió soldados federales a Little Rock, Arkansas. 
Luego, describe la manera como este suceso y la aprobación de Ley de Derechos Civiles de 1957 
combatieron la resistencia sureña.

8. Describe la manera como el boicot de autobuses de Montgomery, las sentadas de protesta y los Viajeros 
de la Libertad desafiaron la segregación racial en lugares públicos.

Cuestionario de la lección 14–3
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NAME    DATE     CLASS  

DIRECTIONS: Multiple Choice Indicate the answer choice that best completes the statement or answers 
the question.

 1. The court case Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka ruled that

A. segregated public schools were unconstitutional.
B. excluding African Americans from juries was unconstitutional.
C. the “separate but equal” doctrine was constitutional.
D. Congress could ban discrimination in public facilities.

 2. What group, established in 1909, pushed for African American civil rights by using the court 
system?

A. CORE C. SNCC
B. AFL-CIO D. NAACP

 3. Civil rights activist Rosa Parks is known for

A. organizing the March on Washington.
B. helping pass the Civil Rights Act.
C. refusing to give up her seat on a segregated bus.
D. organizing the Freedom Riders.

“They also had a park. It was about a block from where I was born and raised and where I lived, 
and it was known as the white person’s park. They had a tennis court there and nice park trees, 
and blacks weren’t allowed in that park. I mean we just couldn’t go there. You know, it’s just one 
of those things.

Some days I would be sick, and I could hear the schoolchildren playing during their lunch hour 
down at Norwood Elementary School, which was all white and that’s what really stuck in my 
mind.” 

—Charles Gratton, in Remembering Jim Crow: African Americans Tell About Life in the 
Segregated South

 4. What is this document describing?

A. socialism  C. nativism
B. discrimination  D. diversity

 5. What was a major goal of the March on Washington?

A. to raise support for civil rights legislation
B. to repeal the Thirteenth Amendment
C. to draw attention to gender inequality
D. to force the Supreme Court to desegregate schools

The Civil Rights Movement 261
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Assess Your Way
Formative and summative assessments help you track progress and address individual student and 
whole-class needs. Assessment options relevant to Florida instruction and tied to standards include:   

 ■ Preassessment
 ■ Student Edition Lesson Activities
 ■ SmartBook® Adaptive Learning
 ■ Self-Check Lesson Quizzes

 ■ Lesson Quizzes
 ■ Topic Tests, Forms A and B
 ■ Hands-On Topic Project
 ■ StudySmart End-of-Course Test Prep

Digital assessments o�er automatic grading on multiple choice, true/false, matching, and  
fill-in-the-blank questions. Digital test banks allow you to select and write new questions  
to create customized assessment.

Indicate the answer choice that best completes the statement or answers 

What group, established in 1909, pushed for African American civil rights by using the court 

“They also had a park. It was about a block from where I was born and raised and where I lived, 
and it was known as the white person’s park. They had a tennis court there and nice park trees, 
and blacks weren’t allowed in that park. I mean we just couldn’t go there. You know, it’s just one 

Some days I would be sick, and I could hear the schoolchildren playing during their lunch hour 
down at Norwood Elementary School, which was all white and that’s what really stuck in my 

Remembering Jim Crow: African Americans Tell About Life in the 
Segregated South
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Every Step of the Way
Easily integrate with Schoology®, Canvas, Clever, Google Classroom, and more.  
Device-agnostic technology allows students to learn any way they want. Our Digital  
Integration Services team is here to help with all your platform integration needs.
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Mobile Ready: Assignments are accessible both 
online and o�ine with the ReadAnywhere app.

An accessible view of today’s issues through  
a sociological lens
The 14th edition of Sociology: A Brief Introduction was developed specifically  
for the high school classroom with full coverage of the American Sociological 
Association’s National Standards for High School Sociology. Written in a  
student-friendly, accessible voice, the program contextualizes sociological  
theories, research, and concepts in real-world scenarios with vivid examples  
that promote student engagement and understanding.

By connecting sociology to careers, technology, social policy, and to students’ 
own experiences and interests, students are led to think critically as they  
apply sociological ideas to contemporary topics. Inclusive in its coverage of 
race, ethnicity, gender, and cultures, the program also reflects the most recent 
research findings and includes up-to-date statistics. Students are provided with 
guidance as they explore human relationships through multiple sociological  
perspectives using relevant data. 

SmartBook delivers instruction, remediation, and practice  
tailored to each student’s individual needs by pinpointing  
knowledge gaps and focusing on the concepts that require  
additional study. Teachers have access to flexible assignment  
tools to manage content down to the subtopic level and  
advanced reporting features to track individual and class  
progress in real-time.
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and Unmatched AP Support
The 7th edition of Traditions & Encounters: A Global Perspective on the Past fully aligns 
with the AP World History: Modern Framework and supports mastery of knowledge and 
skills students require for success in the course and on the AP Exam.

Retaining the text’s thematic perspective and informed by the most recent scholarship,  
the Traditions & Encounters has been organized to reflect the chronological time periods, 
historical thinking skills, and reasoning processes in the AP Framework. Connections are 
presented to illustrate both continuities and changes across time periods. Students are led 
to analyze historical sources and evidence as they interpret, draw inferences, and evaluate 
a variety of primary and secondary sources and gain an understanding of the context and 
connections among events. Accessible to students at all levels, the narrative is brought to 
life through compelling features and rich visuals, images, and graphics.

A new introductory chapter presents a thematic overview of world history before 1200, the 
start date of the AP World History: Modern course. It provides students with the necessary 
background information to understand historical developments from 1200 to the present day.
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Scan here and go online to learn more, explore resources, 
and try the digital program. You can also scan to explore our 
fully aligned AP resources and comprehensive solutions. 
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